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CAT (Common Admission Test) is the premier all India management entrance exam
conducted by IIMs. Last year 2,04, students competed for + seats making it the most
competitive exam in the country. The IIMs are the premier management institutes in India
established by an act of. CAT Exam is conducted by IIMs every year for MBA Program.
Since, you have got 60% you are eligible for writing CAT Exam along with other Bschool
entrance.
Get details about the CAT , CAT dates, CAT exam paper, registration procedure, best MBA
colleges, etc. Also have a look at past years actual test.
CAT Results released on January 5, at 10 am. Candidates who have appeared for CAT exam
can check their CAT result and.
Read all about latest updated syllabus of CAT exam including quantitative aptitude, verbal
ability, logical reasoning & more at. Common Admission Test or CAT is a national-level
management exam, conducted by one of the IIM's on a rotational basis. It is a gateway to all.
CAT exam or the Common Admission Test is a computer-based MBA entrance test for
admissions into the IIMs and several other prestigious B-Schools in the.
CAT exam date is November 24, IIMs will conduct the Common Admission Test (CAT) exam
on the last Sunday of November in two. CAT Eligibility Criteria for General & Reserved
category candidates define different percentage of marks in the qualifying graduation degree.
However. IIM Calcutta has released the CAT exam official answer keys on December 7, as
predicted by phma.com The CAT question paper and. CAT Registration ends at PM CAT
Admit Card Download begins at PM Animated Test Day video for CAT Aspirants.
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